Abstract—Learning analytics refers to the machine learning to provide predictions of learner success and prescriptions to learners and teachers. The main goal of paper is to proposed APTITUDE framework for learning data classification in order to achieve an adaptation and recommendations a course content or flow of course activities. This framework has applied model for student learning prediction based on machine learning. The five machine learning algorithms are used to provide learning data classification: random forest, Naïve Bayes, k-nearest neighbors, logistic regression and support vector machines.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Learning analytic (LA) is a research field which gives new challenge in order to analyzing a large amount of learning data produced by students as effectively and meaningfully as possible. In recent years, many research works have been discuss LA and proposed different approaches in learning processes. It has strong potential for learning dispositions to be used in combination with learning analytics trace data to provide better predictions and intervention handles for students at risk of failure in both the short and long term [1].

Some authors address the relationship between LA and research areas of technology enhanced learning, such as academic analytics, action research, educational data mining, recommender systems, and personalized adaptive learning. They reviewed literature related to this field and defined that centralized web-based learning systems represent the most widely used data source for LA and the most frequently used LA techniques are classification and prediction [2].

At the other side the study indicate that students perceive value of learning analytics features in terms of learning but they were also concerned that learning analytics might be invasive or reduce their autonomy in terms of how to learn [3].

One area of impact of learning analytics is the usage into the recommendation systems. Knight et al. give recommendations for implementing learning analytics for learning impact, such as a focus on impact on learning through augmentation of existing practice; the centrality of tasks in implementing learning analytics; the commensurate centrality of learning in evaluating learning analytics; inclusion of co-design approaches in implementing learning analytics across sites; and an attention to both social and technical infrastructure [4].

In every education organization there is some Learning Management System (LMS) which support the main learning process. LMS produce and generate data from different activities and resources, as learners’ activities logs, courses’ activities logs, course contents, or student assessments results. There is an urgent need for analysis of these data in order to achieve better student results. The synergy between Big Data, learning analytics, and knowledge management plays growing roles to through the adaptive and personalized learning, educational data mining, data visualization, visual analytics and give better inform higher education officials and teachers [5].

In this paper we addressed to create a model of most used student and teaching activity in order to help the teacher build adaptation and recommendations a course content or flow of course activities. The paper proposed a multilayer framework based on that model which used different machine learning algorithms for LA.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews the related literature. Section III presents APTITUDE framework for adaptation and recommendation based on learning analytics which is validate the learning data classification using machine learning (ML). Section IV is focused on design of algorithm for student learning prediction based on machine learning. The next section describe learning data classification using different machine learning algorithms. The experimental results and analyses are explained in section VI and finally the conclusion.


II. RELATED WORKS

In general, most data mining techniques are well suited for LA. A survey shows that the major data mining techniques of clustering, association rule, visual data mining, statistics, and regression are commonly used and some techniques, such as sequential pattern mining, text mining, correlation mining, outlier detection, causal mining, and density estimation, are not commonly used due to the complexity in obtaining the attributes necessary to regulate or adapt to individual needs [6]. The paper covered the most relevant studies (402 articles) describing applications of educational data mining and LA in higher education in order to provide opportunities and solutions to various learning problems related to four main dimensions: computer-supported learning analytics, computer-supported predictive analytics, computer-supported behavioral analytics, and computer-supported visualization analytics from 2000 till 2017 [6].

LA addresses a number of challenges, such as handling increasing data volume, finding meaningful metrics and appropriate information visualization [2]. The research work has shown how useful the application of data mining techniques in course management systems can be for online instructors according a visualization techniques to obtain a general view of the student’s usage data. These techniques can use separately or applied together in order to obtain interesting information in a more efficient and faster way, such as apply clustering techniques in order to obtain the exact groups students can be divided into; use of classifier which shows what the main characteristics of the students in each group are; and apply association rule mining to discover if there is any relationship between these characteristics and other attributes [7].

The number of publications study the learning analytics and how it is apply in recommendation systems. Some authors propose the approach uses the combination of two clustering technique: Simple K-means and association rule algorithm – Apriori and finds the result. That method is applied in Course Recommendation System which helps the students to select proper course combination according to their interests [8]. The other algorithm is an iterated local search-based algorithm to solve the personalized itinerary recommendation problem, which has been beforehand formulated as a variant of the Orienteering Problem contains user interests and visit durations [9]. The new multi-constraint learning path recommendation algorithm, based on knowledge map, is generated by combination of the domain knowledge structure and cognitive structure of the learners [10]. The study has proposed and verified an approach to overcome the different learning path preferences of e-learners in four different learning scenarios according to the e-learning process.

The most used similarity metrics according to data nature and type for developing recommendation systems are: search, rating, reactive recommendations, cloud tag, proactive recommendations, crawled web pages, external domain events, domain heuristics and navigation history [11]. The authors have used for automated tag recommendation for large software information sites four new deep learning-based methods TagCNN, TagRNN, TagHAN and TagRCNN. Two of approaches TagCNN and TagRCNN achieved significant performance improvement. Training of recommendation models can be done off-line and only needs to be done once. TagCNN and TagRCNN require longer training time than TagMulRec, the overhead is acceptable for real-world practice [12].

The authors introduced a learning analytics dashboard for supporting advisers in decision-making through comparative and predictive analysis which enabled advisers to evaluate a greater number of scenarios in a similar amount of time before making a final decision, particularly for difficult cases and to increase the number of potential avenues that are evaluated with regards to the student's future development [13].

The recommendation systems usually apply in e-commerce field in order to user’s satisfaction. Such example is proposed RESYGEN (REcommendation SYstem GENerator) tool which generate recommendation systems of different products such as books, video, music, clothes, and food, among others [11]. The system is operated with different data types over which a similarity metric for generating recommendation will be applied.

Moodle is one of the most wide used LMS and LA is integrated as using machine learning backend that goes beyond simple descriptive analytics and has two built-in models: students at risk of dropping out and no teaching activity [14]. That is the reason that some researchers developed a specific Moodle data mining tool and applied clustering techniques in order to obtain the exact groups students in order to classify students [15]. The classifier shows what the main characteristics of the students in each group are, and it allows new online students to be classified.

In the paper [16], authors are clustering students by mining Moodle log data. A main objectives are to define relevant clustering features and to determine if our students show different learning behaviors. The experiment executed the following clustering algorithms provided by Weka: Expectation Maximization, Hierarchical Clustering, Simple K-Means, and X-Means. The results show the method is sufficient to help identify students in trouble groups since is obtained by clustering were always neatly segregated by their activity level, and this activity level was also correlated to the grades they obtained in graded activities.

The paper proposes a hybrid recommender system implemented as a plug-in of the Moodle LMS which has implemented the approach to retrieve learning objects [17]. The recommendation strategies operate on two levels: a ranked list of Learning Objects is created, which are ordered by their correspondence to the query, and by their quality, and social generated features to show the teacher how they have been exploited in other courses.

Other researches present a learning environment formulated as a social network, including the interactions between users as
well as their relationships with the provided learning resources. They develop two ontologies: relationship between users versus resources and recommendations, and ontology to categorize the different resources [18].

III. APTITUDE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Some previous research works investigate into a software architecture for production and delivery learning resources with audio elements in university programming courses [19]. Other study create Moodle’s Web Service API, which wraps up the retrieving of course details and resources, in order to deliver all available resources of a given course keeping the internal structure of course organization. The proposed solution is suitable for real-time searching of resources and learning analytics. All of them working with data from different source of information [20].

Getting knowledge to generate recommendations is usually based on data mining techniques. The main purpose of these approaches is to identify patterns by analyzing learner and teacher behaviors. The APTITUDE project is to create a solution of the gap between the lacks of simple but effective open software platform for learning and gaming analytics of big data extracted from learning modules of given course in both LMS and educational games (EGs), and applied for a learner-centric adaptation of technology enhanced learnings.

The main layers and elements in software architecture for adaptation and recommendation of course content and activities based on learning analytics is shown in Fig. 1 [21].

![Fig. 1 APTITUDE Framework](image)

The Ingestion Layer, Aggregation Layer and Storage Layer apply methods for retrieving, structuring and storing large volumes of data collected by LMS and educational games. The first layer (Ingestion Layer) is used for extract, transform, load (ETL) and data integration from different LMSs and EGs. These processes depend on the data source, for example it is a query from database or log file. The extract data should be transform in defined data format, which will help the load and data integration processes.

The second layer (Aggregation Layer) is responsible for compiled data summaries according data anonymization process which is defined in [22]. The summaries data is stored into Knowledge Database in Storage Layer. In this layer are defined some ontology in order to extract information and support effective and timely solutions for adapting the content of the course, the workflow of its activities, and generating adaptive learning games.

The core of the software architecture is an Analytics Engine from big data Processing & Analyses Layer which performs the processing and analysis to make predictive modeling based on the data collected in the repository and the defined predicates in ontology. Statistical analysis, semantic analysis and text analysis is used as basic methods of data analysis.

In order for the analysis engine to provide guidance, it will use the available information base for each user as well as aggregate statistics on the behavior of a learner group. The information will be retrieved from the repository, and the machine will analyze and generate personal recommendations.

Therefore, it is important to validate different algorithms for student learning prediction based on machine learning.

IV. ALGORITHM FOR STUDENT LEARNING PREDICTION BASED ON MACHINE LEARNING

The first step in the presence of data is to examine them. During this activity it is imperative to determine how the data could be used to build the desired model and solve the specific problem. The data is also examined for problems such as those mentioned earlier in the text. There are several basic types of issues in Ingestion Layer (fig. 1) that will be described in the following lines.

A. Issue 1: Missing and/or incomplete data, as well as correcting them

Quite common in real data is the presence of incomplete records [23]. One or more of these fields are of no value. This lack of data completeness could lead to delay in training and inaccuracy in results. Due to the frequent presence of this problem, various ways have been developed to overcome it, depending on the data and the model being built.

B. Issue 2: Data of different scale and range and their normalization

In training neural networks, if the data is of different scales, this would lead to instability and inaccuracy in the model [24]. In order to avoid the dominance of one independent variable over another, the data themselves need to be scaled, otherwise normalized. This process is also called normalization.
C. Issue 3: Corrupted, conflicting and misleading data

Data collection is often caused by human or machine errors. As a result, the data cannot be misinterpreted by computers and this makes them unusable. Mathematical regression or clustering is often used to deal with this problem.

D. Issue 4: Categorical data

This is data whose value is in text format, not numeric format. Most machine learning algorithms use only numbers as input and output. This is due to the fact that they basically use mathematical functions and perform complex mathematical calculations.

Once the input data has been processed, it should be decided which variables to use in the model. Choosing the right input variables is at the heart of forecasting models. In recent years, with the accumulation of vast amounts of digital data, hundreds or thousands of input sets may be available to solve a problem and create a model. By filtering and selecting the most appropriate input variables, many benefits can be gained such as better understanding of the data, easier visualization, reducing the time and resources required to train and use the model [25]. Last but not least, the input variables need to be good at describing the data and carrying enough information.

The student learning prediction algorithm based on machine learning is presented in Fig. 2. That algorithm follow the processing pipeline for discovering useful knowledge from a collection of data and cover the following steps: data preparation, cleansing and selection; knowledge discovery and decision making, and comprising results and interpreting accurate solutions from the observed results. The responsibilities of the first phase (Data preprocessing) is preprocessing of the training and validating data sets and includes: data clearing in terms of accuracy; selection of functions in terms of relevance and features extraction. The aim of this phase is to establish model repository using training and validation data sets.

Analytical model is created after execution of the feature extraction and dataset reduction process and validated utilizing the validation data set. The second phase (Classification algorithms) is applying various machine learning algorithms such as classification and clustering As a result, various classification models are created and are used to build analytics workflows.

V. LEARNING DATA CLASSIFICATION BASED ON MACHINE LEARNING

A. Data Set Selection and Preprocessing

The experimental data is obtained from learning management system. The data set contains of 63774 instances or samples characterized by 8 attributes as following: Date, Time, Event context, Component, Event name, Description, Origin, IP address. Essential of the activities logs is the Event name and how it is classified according two main groups of user (learner and teacher). The attribute Event name contains 32 different values. It is an interesting task to classify the dataset with respect to this attribute.

Essential of the activities logs are the name of event and how it is classified according two main groups of user (learner and teacher). That is the reason we select for learner point of view the following elements: course module viewed, course viewed, discussion viewed, grade user report viewed. According the teacher significant elements are: item created, course module created.

The example view of original data set is shown in Fig. 3, where each instance is represented by a row associated with the attributes value.

```
2/11/19,11:15,Course: Programming Languages, System, Course viewed, The user with id '7160' viewed the course with id '49', web, 193.57.20.13

3/11/19,11:32, File: Lection, File, Course module viewed, The user with id '2' viewed the 'resource' activity with course module id '708', web, 212.5.158.162

3/11/19,11:32, Course: Programming Languages, Activity report, Activity report viewed, The user with id '2' viewed the outline activity report for the course with id '49', web, 212.5.158.162
```

Fig. 3 Example of original data set

B. Data Set Processing

The training phase is aimed to establish models repository using training data set, and applying classification machine learning algorithm. The training data set has prepared from...
original data and has size 70% of them. The test are repeated 10 times. Analytical models are created after execution of the feature extraction and data set reduction process.

The attribute Event name is selected as target for the classification (Fig. 4). The attributes Time, Event context, Component and Origin are selected as features.

Fig. 4 Learning data set description

The proposed framework will be used different machine learning algorithms for LA. In order to validate this approach we select and use five machine learning algorithms for classification. The experiment is implemented as workflow using Orange Data Mining tool (Fig. 5) [26].

The first ML algorithm is Random forest which consists of a large number of individual decision trees and is “a combination of tree predictors such that each tree depends on the values of a random vector sampled independently and with the same distribution for all trees in the forest” [27].

The second one, the Naïve Bayes classifier, is a simple probability classifier that is based on the Bayes theorem for strong (native) independence between the individual features of the objects and is used in probability theory to calculate the probability of occurrence of an event once some of the information about it is known. Classification is performed as a result, the class with the highest probability in the presence of certain characteristics is accepted [28].

The third machine learning algorithm is k-nearest neighbors (KNN) and it was selected which “finds a group of k objects in the training set that are closest to the test object, and bases the assignment of a label on the predominance of a particular class in this neighborhood” [29]. Logistic Regression is fourth ML algorithm and used to assign observations to a discrete set of classes and it based on the concept of probability. The hypothesis of logistic regression tends it to limit the cost function between 0 and 1.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Precision is one of evaluation metrics of the model performance and is calculated as a ratio of true positive classified items divided by sum of true positive and false positive items in the test set. The precision range is from 0 (least precision) to 1 (most precision). The measured results for precision obtained from the selected classification algorithms are shown in Fig. 6. Best result in terms of precision is achieved through classification algorithm Random Forest: 0.934.

Fig. 5 Workflow for learning data classification

Fig. 6 Test and score of selected classification algorithms
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are used to observe the classifiers and comparison between classification models. A decision on whether to include a weak classifier in an ensemble may depend on whether its ROC curve is above or below the diagonal line of no-discrimination near 0 or 1. The ROC curves for the tested models and results of testing classification algorithms are shown in Fig. 7.

**TABLE I. CONFOUSION MATRIX FOR CASE OF RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Activity report viewed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Calendar event created</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Calendar event updated</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Course module created</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Course module deleted</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Course module instance list viewed</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 ROC Analysis of the classification models

ROC curve demonstrates several things: It shows a trade-off between sensitivity and specificity (any increase in sensitivity will be accompanied by a decrease in specificity). The closer the curve follows the left border and then the upper border of the ROC space, the more accurate the test is. The curve plots a false positive rate on an x-axis against a true positive rate on a y-axis. The closer the curve follows the left-hand border and then the top border of the ROC space, the more accurate the classifier.

Given the costs of false positives and false negatives, it can be also determined the optimal classifier, in this case that is Random Forest (0.934) follow by KNN (0.900), Logistic Regression (0.805) and Naïve Bayes (0.851) classifier have similar values and are considered acceptable. The SVM (0.594) is near to diagonal line and indicating not suitability for inclusion in ensembles of weak classifiers operating at thresholds close to 1.

The confusion matrix in Table I gives the number of instances between the actual and the predicted class. The matrix is useful for monitoring which specific cases are misclassified.

Table 1 shows which values of selected learning activities are correct classified. It is obvious that this is mostly the case in the section that applies to grade reports activities. The other values must be review and evaluate in order to define which ML algorithms for student learning prediction are adequate and effective. Using results in table 1 we can also define which kind of error is admissible which depends of specific value of learning activity and role to achieve the desired goal.

VII. CONCLUSION

The real time learning and gaming analytics of big data produced by modern e-learning platforms and educational games, for a learner-centric adaptation of technology enhanced learning is one of main challenge. The paper proposed software architecture for adaptation and recommendation of course content and activities based on learning analytics. It helps to structure and storage of big data from heterogeneous sources as both LMS and educational game; identify patterns by analyzing learners’ behavior and allowing data analyses with descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive results.

The student learning prediction algorithm based on machine learning for processing and analysis of data and knowledge discovery with respect to main learner and teacher activities is designed. Experimental results are presented and discussed. The experimental data set is obtained from learning management system and contains of 63774 instances characterized by 7 attributes.

As some studies [14, 15, 16, 17] we also use log files in Moodle system for analyses. Compared to some of them [14, 15] we have not classified the students rather have made the student activities prediction. For analysis [16] are used clustering algorithms provided by Weka: Expectation Maximization, Hierarchical Clustering, Simple K-Means, and
X-Means to find correlation in graded activities. The paper is implemented other five ML algorithms in order to validate their applicability for student learning prediction. As future work we can try to find correlation to grades based on learning activities.

Future work also includes designing and implementing an experiment prototype of proposed architecture. Based on different analytical models which created after execution of the feature extraction and data set reduction process, the prototype will be validated and verification the usability of the proposed architecture.

As main advantage of proposed framework is used not only data from LMSs but extract data from EGs too. For future work we will try to find intersection between different data sources (LMS and EG). Another advantage of proposed model is that data extraction from different sources will give opportunity for design and development of different interfaces (API) which will be aggregate data.

Main limitation is fact that the new data specification will be defined which will required extra data transformation according the data sources.
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